(2) Jack was going to get some things at the supermarket. The basket he took was the last one left.
Here we assume that part. of the second line will be represented by the story statement (SS):
(3) Jackl obtain use of basketl (Of course, really both (I) and (3) would be represented in some more abstract internal representation.) Naturally, (3) would be an instantiation of (I), and this fact would be recorded with a special pointer from (3) to (I).
I am, of course, making the common distinction between a data base which contains the particular story information, like (3), and a "knowledge base" which contains our generalized real world knowledge, such as the supermarket frame.
The supermarket frame will contain other FS's which refer to (I), such as: (4) For example, failure to do so would cause the system to fail to detect the oddness in (6) and (7).
(6) Jack went to the supermarket.
He got a cart and started up and down the aisles. Bill took the goods to the checkout counter and left. I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I Secondly, it assumes the existence of a separate cart-carry frame in which we store information about using carts to carry things.
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We will see other advantages of this move later, but at the moment we can at least note that if one were to ask "Why does Jack use a basket?" two answers (at least) would be possible -"to do shopping", or "to carry his groceries". (13) allows for both of these answers, whereas (10g) and (1Oh) only allow for the former, since there is no separate "carry" level. 
IV. SHARING FRAME STATEMENTS BETWEEN FRAMES
So far then I have argued that frames must be able to reference sub-frames, and in particular, the supermarket frame needs some sub-frame like cart-carry.
There is nothing exceedingly strange in this, but the next step will perhaps be a bit more interesting. Here I will suggest that some of the frame statements in our supermarket frame be shared with the cart-carry frame. To see the reasons for this, let us start by noting that the failure to allow for common FS's will lead to some curious redundancies in our frame.
One of these occurs in the DO loop of (10) which handles the collection of the PURCHASE-ITEMS. With our latest changes, this portion of (10) (lines (e) through (k)) looks like: I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I   I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I I am sure that people do not do it).
Finally by deleting (14h) we make it difficult to account for "mistakes" that people make.
For example, suppose we had the variation of (15) 
~cart-carry (SHOPPER, BASKET, PURCHASE-ITEMS, CHECK-OUT-COUNTER) t) SHOPPER pay for PURCHASE-ITEMS u) SHOPPER leave SUPERMARKET I have here adopted the convention of indicating an identity pointer to another frame by a "*" followed by the name of the second frame.
In spite of the "simplificatons" introduced, (20) is considerably longer than (10).
But on the other hand, Jack then went to the store.
In ( The point of the demon model was that many lines which had little significance in themselves took on greater significance in context, a prime example being "There was no sound" in the context of a child shaking his piggy-bank.
To account for such situations th model associated with each "topic concept"
(e.g. piggy-bank, or supermarket) a "base routine" which was a program which set up "demons" which would lie in wait for lines like "There was no sound" (which would be the "pattern" of the demon These same things must be checked in a frame, but since the scope of the variable is the entire frame, rather than a single FS, the overhead, so to speak, is shared. Furthermore, the inferences about a given FS are stored implicitly in the structure of the frame, whereas they had to be stated explicitly in the demon. So a second advantage of the frames approach over demons is the conceptual economy one obtains in the expression of facts.
The analogy between FS's and demons also points to a third way in which the frames approach seems superior.
One problem which bothers many people (including myself) about the demon approach is that it seemingly calls for large numbers of demons to be activated every time a given topic is mentioned in the story, although it is unlikely that more than a small fraction of the demons will ever be used.
There are two possible reasons why people feel this is a problem.
One is that so many active demons might make it hard to locate those demons which really should apply.
Frames do not help with this problem since there will be equal numbers of FS's.
To see the second reason why activating large numbers of demons is problematic, note that if it took no time at all to set up a demon, setting up many of them would seem less bad.
But of course it does take time to set up a demon, and it becomes a problem to Justify this computation in light of the unlikeliness of the demon ever being used. Frames do offer a potential solution to this second problem because with frames, rather than supermarket activating many demons, we need only create a frame image for one frame (i.e. supermarket).
This would take much less time, and hence would be better, but it should be noted that we pay a price. 
